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ABSTRACT MBU is an increasing challenge in SRAMmemory, due to the chip’s large area of SRAM, and
supply power scaling applied to reduce static consumption. Powerful ECCs can cope with random MBUs,
but at the expense of complex encoding/decoding circuits, and high memory redundancy. Alternatively,
radiation-hardened cell is an alternative technique that can mask single or even double node upsets in the
same cell, but at the cost of increasing the overhead of the memory array. The idea of this work is to combine
both techniques to take advantage of their respective strengths. To reduce redundancy and encoder/decoder
overheads, SEC Hamming ECC has been chosen. About hardened cells, well-known and robust DICE cells,
able to tolerate one node upset, have been used. To assess the proposed technique, we have measured the
correction capability after a fault injection campaign, as well as the overhead (redundancy, area, power, and
delay) of memory and encoding/decoding circuits. Results show high MBU correction coverages with an
affordable overhead. For instance, for very harmful 8-bit randomMBUs injected in the same memory word,
more than 80% of the cases are corrected. Area overhead values of our proposal, measured with respect to
double and triple error correction codes, are less than x1.45. To achieve the same correction coverage only
with ECCs, redundancy, and overhead would be much higher.

INDEX TERMS Error correcting codes, random multiple-bit upsets, radiation-hardened cells, soft errors,
static RAM.

I. INTRODUCTION
In current integrated circuit technologies, reliability has a
growing importance due to progressive scaling, new materi-
als and devices, and more demanding mission profiles [1].
SEUs (Single-Event Upsets) are a big reliability challenge
in safety-critical fields and harsh environments, such as
aerospace, autonomous vehicles, nuclear plants, and even
DNN (Deep Neural Network) accelerators [2], [3], [4]. SEU
is a change in the state of a storage element inside a device
or system, provoked by high-energy cosmic particles, alpha
particles from packaging materials, or electromagnetic inter-
ference. It may affect to a single bit or to multiple bits,
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manifesting as SBUs (Single-Bit Upsets) orMBUs (Multiple-
Bit Upsets) [5], [6], [7], [8]. It has been observed that MBUs
are increasing their impact due to the raised integration den-
sity of chips. These errors affect mainly to SRAM (Static
RAM), as it is the most vulnerable component of the chip
due to its large area and the trend to scale the supply voltage
to diminish leakage power [9].

Usually, it is considered that MBUs affect adjacent
bits. To tolerate them, techniques based on the combina-
tion of interleaving and ECCs (Error Correction Codes)
(mainly Single-Error Correcting (SEC)-Hamming) are
applied [10], [11]. However, the reduction of the technology
size has given rise to new patterns in soft errors that affect
the rows and columns of the array. Thus, the affected cells
are not always adjacent. Also, different cluster shapes have
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been observed [12], [13], [14]. Therefore, it is expected that
random MBUs will have an increasing incidence in memory
arrays.

Powerful ECCs can cope with random MBUs, but at the
expense of complex encoder/decoder circuits and high mem-
ory redundancy. In addition, complex ECCs may require
extra cycles to decode data, which can result in performance
penalty [9], [16].

On the other hand, hardened cells are another technique
used to tolerate SEUs. They allow masking SNUs (Single-
Node Upsets) or even DNUs (Double-Node Upsets) in the
same cell, at the expense of approximately doubling the
number of transistors [17], [18]. The advantage is that no
encoding/decoding circuits are needed. Main drawbacks are
the cell overhead and the limited ability to tolerate MNUs
(Multi-Node Upsets) in the same cell, although some designs
have been proposed to mitigate these problems [19], [20].
Internal MNUs that are not tolerated manifest as SBUs or
MBUs in the array of bits.

The idea of this work is to propose a hybrid approach for
tolerating random MBUs, combining ECCs with hardened
cells, in order to take advantage of their respective strengths.
As far as the authors know, this hybrid technique has not
been considered before. Some other hybrid techniques has
been found in the literature, although they present a high
overhead and difficulties in tolerating some cases of MBUs.
For instance, [15] combines parity per byte and duplication.

In this way, the objective of this paper is to achieve the fol-
lowing improvements with respect to a pure ECC approach:
i) Higher error correction coverage against randomMBUs.
ii) Higher speed in the access to memory.
iii) Lower encoding/decoding overhead, maintaining redun-

dancy at an acceptable level.
To reduce redundancy and encoder/decoder overheads,

a simple ECC such as an SEC Hamming code [21] has
been chosen. For the hardened cell, the DICE (Dual Inter-
locked Storage Cell) cell [17] has been used. It is one of the
best-known SEU hardened cell. It is robust and it shows an
acceptable leakage consumption [9]. As pointed above, there
exist other cells capable of tolerating two-node upsets, but
they entail an additional increase in the number of transistors
and memory overhead [16].
To evaluate the performance of our proposal, we have

carried out a comparative analysis with some typical ECCs
that are used in SRAM to tolerate ramdom MBUs. We have
chosen several DEC (Double Error Correction) codes:matrix-
based CLC (Column Line Code), OLS (Orthogonal Latin
Square code), BCH (Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem code)
[22], [23], [24], [25], and a TEC (Triple Error Correction)
code [26].
To assess the proposed technique, we have measured the

correction coverage by using fault injection, as well as the
overheads of memory and encoding/decoding circuits.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the main scheme of our proposal and its components.
We also make a theoretical comparison with some pure ECC

approaches. Section III includes the experimental assessment
of the proposed technique. We have measured the correction
capability after a fault injection campaign, as well as the
overhead (redundancy, area, power, and delay) of memory
and encoding/decoding circuits. In Section IV, several future
improvements to the proposed design have been suggested,
to further increase the tolerance against MBUs, keeping the
overhead within affordable limits. Finally, Section V presents
some conclusions.

II. HYBRID TECHNIQUE PROPOSED
A. OVERALL DESCRIPTION
The proposed technique combines SEC Hamming ECC with
DICE hardened cells. Fig. 1 shows this hybrid proposal.
A memory word consists of k data bits and c code redundant
bits. Data bits are stored in DICE hardened cells, and code
bits are in standard 6T (i.e., composed of 6 transistors) SRAM
cells. As explained, code bits are generated according to the
SEC Hamming ECC.

FIGURE 1. Hybrid proposal. Structure of a memory word.

SEC Hamming is a simple, low-redundant ECC, able to
correct 1-bit error in the codeword. DICE is a well-known
hardened cell, capable of tolerating a single node upset in the
cell.

The idea is to strengthen the data bits with the hardened
cells and, in case of error, correct it with SEC-Hamming.

Next, we summarize the main characteristics of SEC Ham-
ming and DICE hardened cell, as well as the correction
capability of the proposed technique.

1) SELECTED ECC: SEC HAMMING
Single Error Correction (SEC) Hamming codes [21] can
correct an erroneous bit with simple and fast encoding and
decoding operations, and the lowest redundancy. A linear
block code, like Hamming, can be described by its parity
check matrixH [27]. It is an (n´k) ˆ n binary matrix, where
n represents the number of bits of the codeword, and k is the
number of data bits. The matrix for a Hamming code must
accomplish two requirements:

‚ All columns must be nonzero.
‚ All columns must be different.
To correct any single-bit error in the codeword, the number

of redundant bits must satisfy the condition: 2c ě k`c`1,
being c “ n–k the number of redundant bits. When
2c “ k ` c ` 1, the code is known as perfect. There-
fore, perfect Hamming codes only exist for codeword
lengths that are a power of 2 minus one: (7, 4), (15, 11),
(31, 26), (63, 57), etc., where the pairs represent (n, k).
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Nevertheless, Hamming codes can be easily built for any
word length by shortening a longer code.

Shortening is a technique that allows creating new codes
from existing ones, reducing data bits but maintaining the
same number of parity bits. In this way, the new code
maintains the same error coverage properties. In practice,
shortening is performed by eliminating columns from the
original parity check matrix.

In this work, we have applied our scheme to 32-bit
data words (i.e. k “ 32). The perfect Hamming code with
k ě 32 is the (63, 57) code, so c “ 6. Shortening this code,
the (38, 32) Hamming code can be obtained. The columns to
eliminate can be selected under different criteria. Frequently,
the eliminated columns are those that represent the highest
values or those with higher Hamming weight (thus allowing
simpler operations). In our proposal, we have eliminated the
columns with Hamming weight equal to 2 (i.e., with two 1s).
The reason will be explained later, as it is a key point of our
proposal.

2) SELECTED HARDENED CELL: DICE (DUAL INTERLOCKED
STORAGE CELL)
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of DICE cell, built with transis-
tors. DICE is aworthwhile candidate for rad-hard operation in
modern technologies with scaled supply voltages [9]. A sum-
mary of the characteristics of the cell are [17]:

FIGURE 2. DICE hardened cell [17].

‚ It is suitable for static RAM cells using submicron
CMOS Technology.

‚ It is a 12T cell (i.e. it is built with 12 transistors).
‚ It relies on the principle of dual node feedback control.

The four nodes X0-X3 store the data as two pairs of
complementary values (X0-X2 and X1-X3). Transistors
form two opposite feedback loops, a clockwise PMOS
loop, P0-P3, and an anti-clockwise NMOS loop, N3-N0.
In this way, it is capable to tolerate one soft error at any
sensitive node.

‚ The area is approximately twice that of cell 6T.
‚ If two sensitive nodes that store the same logic state

(X0-X2 or X1-X3) are flipped simultaneously, the cell is

upset. Nevertheless, the probability of this event occur-
rence can be reduced if the critical nodes are spaced on
the cell’s layout.

3) CORRECTION CAPABILITY AND REDUNDANCY
SEUs are soft errors, that is, no hardware damage happens,
and it is correctable by changing the state of the storage
element back to its original value. Single-Bit Upset means
a single storage location upset from a single particle strike.
Multiple-Bit Upset means multiple upsets in a logical word
from a single particle strike [5]. Taking this into account,
we can analyze the correction capability of our proposal from
Fig. 1. SNUs in data cells are masked by the DICE cell
intrinsic redundancy, while an SNU in a code cell becomes
a single error (SBU) that can be corrected by the Hamming
code. Therefore, our proposal tolerates all SBUs.

Regarding MBUs, 2-node upsets may affect in different
ways:

‚ Both upsets affect the same data cell: two nodes are
flipped, and the cell becomes erroneous (not really in all
cases, only if the two nodes store the same logic state);
as all other cells are correct, it manifests as a single error
that can be corrected by the Hamming code. Notice that
hardened memory cells can be viewed as composed of
2 single cells, due to their redundant structure. From
this point of view, a 2-node upset can be considered
equivalent to a 2-bit upset in the same hardened cell.

‚ Both upsets affect different data cells: as each upset
affects only one of the nodes of the DICE cell, both cells
mask the effect of the fault, and no error is activated.

‚ One upset affects a data cell and the other one affects
a code cell: the first one is masked by the DICE cell,
so only the error in the code cell is activated; it is a single
error that can be corrected by the Hamming code.

‚ Both upsets affect code bits: in this case, a double error
is manifested. It is known that Hamming codes cannot
correct double errors. Anyway, data bits are all correct.
If the decoding process preserves the integrity of these
bits, the result will be correct. To do so, syndromes
for double errors in code bits must not match with
syndromes for single errors in data bits. This can be
achieved by avoiding columns with Hamming weight
two in the parity check matrix. Using this criterion when
shortening the perfect code, a double error in code bits
does not affect data bits, leading to the right decoding.
Thus, we have applied it in our proposal.

Therefore, our proposal also tolerates all 2-node upsets.
This model allows cell (electronic) and array (logical)
domains to be processed uniformly. In addition, this model
will facilitate the process of fault injection, as will be seen in
Section III (Experimental Assessment).
In the sameway, all 3-node upsets that affect only data cells

are corrected (in the worst case, two upsets in the same cell
activate a single error, that can be corrected by the Hamming
code). In our model of two single cells for each hardened
cell, this can be considered equivalent to a 3-bit upset.
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Obviously, 3-bit upsets that occur in code cells cannot be
tolerated, because code cells don’t have redundancy.

MBUs are generally tolerated if each upset affects a differ-
ent data cell. Only when MBU upsets two or more data cells
(or three or more code cells), SEC-Hamming leads to a wrong
decoding.

In summary, the proposed technique is capable of tolerat-
ing:

‚ All single errors.
‚ All double errors.
‚ All triple errors in data cells.
‚ All MBUs (ě 4) in independent data cells.
Thus, the proposed technique predicts a good capability to

cope with MBUs, mainly in data cells.
Notice that MBUs (ě 3) in code cells or upsets affect-

ing data and code cells can provoke miss-corrections of
data bits. This can be solved by using more powerful ECC
codes, or hardened cells in the c bits, but at the expense
of higher redundancy and memory overhead. In this work,
we have studied the version with less overhead, using the
SEC Hamming code with 6T cells for the c redundant bits.
In Section IV (Potential Improvements), we analyze some
proposals to strengthen the code bits.

About the redundancy of our proposal:

Redundancy “
Redundant bits
N˝ data bits

«
k ` c
k

(1)

We have assumed that the area of the DICE cell is approx-
imately twice the area of the 6T cell, considering that the
number of transistors is double (12T). This implies that data
cells present a 100% of redundancy, that is, we can assume
that for k data bits, we use another k redundant bits.
From (1), the redundancy of our proposal is higher than

100%. For k " c, redundancy approaches the 100%. In this
proposal, the objective has been to reduce c as much as
possible, using a very simple ECC.

B. COMPARISON WITH PURE ECCs
Next, we will compare our proposal with some typical ECCs
usually used in SRAMs to tolerate multiple errors. We have
selected several DEC (Double Error Correction) codes, such
as matrix-based CLC [22], OLS (high speed) [23], BCH (low
redundancy) [24], and LRRO (LowRedundancy andReduced
Overhead) [25], an improvement of BCH; and a TEC (Triple
Error Correction) code [26], named LRTEC. Both LRRO and
LR TEC have been designed by our research group.

Table 1 shows the redundancy and the correction capabili-
ties of these ECCs for 32-bit codewords. SEC Hamming has
also been included.

Replacing in eq. (1) k “ 32 and c “ 6, the redundancy of
our proposal is:

Redundancy «
32 ` 6
32

“ 1.1875 “ 118.75%

Although the redundancy of our proposal is higher in all
cases, the overhead due to the encoding/decoding circuits is
reduced by using a simple code like SEC Hamming.

TABLE 1. Redundancy and correction capability.

Regarding the correction capability, it is observed that
our proposal can improve the results for large MBUs. This
would be suitable for harsh environments or in safety-critical
applications.

Next, we present some estimates that we have calculated
about area, power, and delay overheads when comparing
our proposal (hybrid design) with the designs based only on
ECCs.

1) AREA OVERHEAD ESTIMATION RELATIVE TO ECCs
We define area overhead as:

OV A “
A1
mem ` A1

ECC

Amem ` AECC
(2)

where Amem is thememory area; AECC is the encoder/decoder
area; A’mem is the memory area of our proposal; and A’ECC is
the encoder/decoder area of our proposal.

We assume that A’ECC ă AECC, because the idea is to
use a simple ECC together with hardened cells. The different
memory areas can be calculated as:

Amem “ N ˆ (k ` c) (3)

A1
mem « N ˆ (2k ` c1) (4)

where N is the number of words in memory, k is the number
of data bits, c is the number of redundant bits, and c1 is
the number of redundant bits of our proposal. c1 ă c by
deliberately using a very simple ECC. We consider the DICE
cell to be about twice the size of 6T cell.

In the typical case that memory size contributes muchmore
significantly than encoder/decoder to the total area, Amem "

AECC and A’mem " A’ECC. Then,

OV A «
A1
mem

Amem
“

2k ` c1

k ` c
“

2 `
`

r 1 ´ 1
˘

1 ` r
(5)

where r is the redundancy of the ECC, defined by Eq. 6, and
r 1 is the redundancy of our proposal, calculated by Eq. 7.

r “
c
k

(6)

r 1 “
k ` c1

k
“ 1 `

c1

k
(7)

Table 2 shows the values of OVA by applying Eq. (5) to
each ECC, using the values of r and r 1 of Table 1. In the worst
case, comparing with the simplest ECC (SEC Hamming),
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TABLE 2. Memory area overhead relative to ECCs.

the memory area overhead is 1.84. If we compare with DEC
and TEC codes, in all cases the overhead is below 1.6, and
even in some cases (CLC code), our proposal is similar.

In the general case, when AECC is not negligible with
respect to Amem, then an even better result can be expected
because A’ECC ă AECC:

OV A “
A1
mem ` A1

ECC

Amem ` AECC
«

A1
mem
Amem

1 `
AECC
Amem

ă
A1
mem

Amem
(8)

Hardened cells can be applied selectively in certain critical
areas (register bank, L1-cache, . . . ). The smaller the memory
size, the better overhead is obtained, as the ‘‘hardened’’ part
contributes less to the overhead.

2) POWER OVERHEAD ESTIMATION RELATIVE TO ECCs
Considering that power consumption is proportional to the
number of transistors, a similar trend to the area overhead is
expected. That is, a value lower than 2x. In Section III (Exper-
imental Assessment), power consumption (static ` dynamic)
of memory cell and encoder/decoder circuits has been mea-
sured. The hardened cell shows a slightly higher value of
2x than the non-hardened 6T cell. In the ECC decoder, our
proposal shows important reductions in the power overhead.

3) DELAY OVERHEAD ESTIMATION RELATIVE TO ECCs
We must consider the following times:

‚ Read (memory cell) ` ECC decoder.
‚ Write (memory cell) ` ECC encoder.

We define the delay overhead as:

OVD “
D1
mem ` D1

ECC

Dmem ` DECC
(9)

where Dmem is the memory delay (read or write); DECC is the
ECC delay (encoder or decoder); D’mem is the memory delay
of our proposal; and D’ECC is the ECC delay of our proposal.

In some cases, ECC can require extra cycles to verify the
data. If we assume that Dmem, D’mem ! DECC, then

OVD «
D1
ECC

DECC
ă 1 (10)

Our proposal would improve speed by using a very simple
ECC. The delays measured in Section III corroborate this
prediction.

In the general case, considering that the delay of the hard-
ened cell is not negligible, the prediction is slightly worse:

OVD “
D1
mem ` D1

ECC

DECC
“

D1
mem

DECC
`
D1
ECC

DECC
(11)

III. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT
To assess the proposed technique, we have calculated the
following parameters:

a) Error correction coverage.
b) Memory cell overhead.
c) Encoder/decoder overhead.
Overhead includes three aspects: delay, area, and power.

A. FAULT INJECTION
Fault injection is a well-known experimental technique used
to assess the tolerance of a system against the occurrence
of faults [28]. About the type of faults to inject, the more
representative fault models must be selected. As said before,
SEUs are the most common in SRAM cells, particularly
SBUs (Single-Bit Upsets), and increasingly frequent MBUs
(Multiple-Bit Upsets) [3], [5]. MBUs can be adjacent or
random, the latter with a growing impact. Clusters of affected
cells with different shapes, not always adjacent, have been
observed [12], [13].

To study the error correction coverage of our proposal,
we have used a simulator that we have developed to inject
different types of errors [29]. Fig. 3 shows the basic scheme.
Comparing the input and output words, the simulator can
check if the error injected leads to a right or awrong decoding.
Repeating the process for all errors of a given size, it is
possible to count the number of corrected errors with respect
to the total number of injected errors. That is, it is possible to
calculate the error correction coverage.

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the fault injection simulator [29].

In this work, we have injected single errors (size “ 1),
as well as multiple random errors with sizes varying
from 2 to 8. This represents SBUs and MBUs with different
sizes. We consider that 8 random errors in the same memory
word is an enough high value, taking into account the values
observed in some radiation test experiments on real SRAM
arrays [12], [13], [30].

We must remark that we have not injected errors according
to their probability of occurrence, as our goal is to measure
the error correction coverage of each system. Specifically,
we have injected each type of fault randomly in all bits of the
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TABLE 3. MBU error correction coverage.

codeword to verify the error correction capability. Obviously,
the probability of occurrence decreases as the size of the
MBU increases, but the objective is to test the proposed
technique against MBUs of different sizes, even the most
harmful ones.

All blocks of the fault injection tool have been developed in
C, using the bitwise logic operators for an accurate simulation
of the hardware behavior. Encoder and decoder circuits can be
easily obtained from the parity-check matrix that defines the
ECC. These circuits are implemented in C as encoding and
decoding functions. Changing the simulator for a different
ECC is as simple as adjusting the word lengths and replacing
the encoding and decoding functions for the new ECC.

The error correction coverage percentage has been calcu-
lated as:

Ccorrec “
Errors_Corrected
Errors_Injected

ˆ 100 (12)

where Errors_Corrected is the number of errors corrected by
the ECC, and Errors_Injected is the total amount of errors
injected for a given error size.

To simplify the fault injection, hardenedmemory cells have
been viewed as composed of 2 single cells. As stated above,
the circuitry required for a hardened cell has two pairs of
complementary nodes, so the intrinsic redundancy is two.
Single (i.e., size “ 1) errors are tolerated, but size “ 2 errors
can change the value stored in a hardened cell. The codeword
length for our proposals has been considered accordingly.
For example, Hamming (38, 32) code has a 38-bit codeword
and can be stored in 38 standard memory cells, that can be
affected by 38 different single-bit upsets. But, if data bits are
stored in 32 hardened cells and parity bits are stored in normal
6T cells (our proposal), 70 different single-bit upsets (that is,
32 ˆ 2 ` 6) may affect the storage of a codeword. This is
a model to ease fault injection at logical level. The injected
SBUs are internal SNUs.

B. MBU CORRECTION COVERAGE
Fig. 4 and Table 3 show the results of the fault injection
campaign. Error correction coverage has been calculated
according to Eq. (12).

As commented before, injected errors can be single (SBU)
or multiple (MBU). The 6T cell cannot tolerate any SBU. The
DICE cell can tolerate SBUs. In case of two (or more) faults
in the same DICE cell, the cell is upset.

FIGURE 4. MBU correction coverage.

It is observed that SEC, DEC, and TEC ECCs drastically
degrade their performance after 1, 2, and 3 errors, respec-
tively, while our proposal significantly improves the results
for large MBUs. Coverages over 90% are observed for 6-bit
MBUs, and over 80% for 8-bit MBUs.

To achieve these results with pure ECCs, redundancy
should be very high, and consequently, the related overhead
of the memory and the ECC circuits will also raise a lot. For
instance, the number of redundant bits for k “ 32 in BCH
codes (which achieve the minimum redundancy) required to
tolerate MBUs of size 6, 7, and 8, are 42, 49, and 56 bits [27],
respectively. This results in redundancy values of 131.25%,
153.125%, and 175%, well above 118.75% of our proposal
(see Eq. (1)).

In addition, the circuits (encoder/decoder) of the ECC are
much more complex than ours, which are based on the SEC
Hamming code.

Note that another common hybrid technique has also been
included in the figure: interleaving combined with SEC-
Hamming. IL 4xH(12,8) means that the codeword is divided
into 4 groups of 8 interleaved bits, so that each group is pro-
tected by a different SEC-Hamming (12,8). In this way, the
interleaving distance is 4. This technique shows poor results
compared to our proposal. The reason is that the interleaving
technique is focused on tolerating adjacent MBUs, and its
effectiveness is quickly degraded against random MBUs.

These results confirm the usefulness of our proposal
for critical systems, or for those systems working in
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harsh environments, where reliability is paramount, and
random MBUs are expected.

C. HARDENED CELL DESIGN
Here, we intend to measure the overhead of the hardened
cell with respect to standard 6T SRAM cell. We have used
Microwind layout editor [31] to make a full-custom design
of the cells.

6T cell layout has been extracted from the editor’s library,
with a feature size of 250 nm. It is the minimum available size
in Microwind 3.5 Lite, the free version used. Although large
MBUs are not very critical for such ‘‘old’’ technology, the
main objective of this section is to compare the overhead of
6T and DICE cells, using the same technology. Results can be
generalized to more recent technologies, where an increasing
impact of MBUs is expected.

Layout of 6T cell is shown in Fig. 5, which corresponds
to the transistor’s schematic shown in Fig. 6. Data and /Data
signals of Fig. 5 correspond to Q and /Q of Fig. 6. WL is the
Word Line signal, that selects the cells of a word during read
or write operations. The measured area of the 6T cell is about
25 µm2.

FIGURE 5. Layout of 6T SRAM cell.

As the library of the layout editor does not contain the
DICE cell, and we have not found libraries with free DICE
cells, we have designed the layout ourselves. Starting from
the diagram with transistors of Fig. 2, we have generated the
Logic Graph of Fig. 7, intending to obtain a layout with a
‘‘line of diffusion’’ structure (an unbroken row of transistors
in which abutting source/drain connections are made). This
is commonly used for standard cells in automated layout
systems [32]. It is observed that the graph does not admit
Euler paths (paths through all the nodes of the graph, such that
each arc is visited only once) for the Pull-Up Network (PUN)
and the Pull-Down Network (PDN), so the layout presents
diffusion breaks, as it can be seen in the derived stick-diagram

FIGURE 6. Transistors scheme of 6T SRAM cell.

FIGURE 7. Logic graph of DICE hardened cell.

FIGURE 8. Stick diagram of DICE hardened cell.

of Fig. 8. M1, M2, and M3 refer to metal layers. N is the
N-diffusion and P is the P-diffusion. BL and /BL are the bit
line and its complementary, and WL is the word line that
selects the cell to read and write.
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FIGURE 9. Layout of DICE hardened cell.

The final layout is shown in Fig. 9. It uses λ -based scalable
CMOS design rules, with λ “ 0.125 µm, half of the feature
size (250 nm) and VDD “ 2.5 V. The measured area of the
DICE cell is about 50 µm2, twice the area of the 6T cell.
This is an expected result, as the number of transistors is
twice.

D. MEMORY CELL OVERHEAD
The area of DICE cells is twice the area of the 6T cells, as we
have verified in the layout editor.

Regarding delay and power, Fig. 10 shows the chrono-
gram of a 1➔0 write operation in the 6T cell. The delay
between the WL signal activation and the change in the inter-
nal Data signal is 24 ps. The measured power consumption
is 20.706 µW.

Fig. 11 shows the same operation, but in the DICE cell.
The delay between the activation of the WL signal and the
change in the internal X0 signal is 48 ps. Themeasured power
consumption is 46.84 µW. The delay between WL and X1
(the complementary value of the stored data) is a bit higher
(64.8 ps, see Fig. 12), due to the positive feedback process of
the memory cell.

If we compare the DICE and the 6T cells, DICE cell
presents approximately double values for area, delay and
consumption. This is consistent with the fact that the number
of transistors is double.

E. ECC ENCODER/DECODER OVERHEAD
We have synthesized encoder and decoder circuits for all
ECCs. To do this, we have implemented them in VHDL,
and using CADENCE software [33], we have carried out a
logic synthesis for 250 nm technology (the same feature size
as memory cells) by using the Oklahoma State University
System on Chip (SoC) Design Flows [34]. Standard cells
are based on SCMOS (MOSIS scalable) design rules. Power
voltage and temperature conditions are 2.5 V and 25˝ C,
respectively. Although 250 nm is not a very modern technol-
ogy, the main goal of this section is to compare the overhead
of encoders and decoders using the same technology.

Tables 4 and 5 show the encoder and decoder overheads
(area, delay, and power) of the different ECCs implemented.
Remember that our proposal uses SEC Hamming. From the
tables, Fig. 13 to 15 have been generated. These graphs
compare the area, power, and delay of the different ECCswith
respect to the SEC Hamming. They represent the quotient
between the value of each ECC with respect to the value of
the SEC Hamming (our proposal). Accordingly, our proposal
is normalized to 1. Each graph shows two values, related to
the encoder and the decoder.

As LR TEC presents a much higher area and power over-
head than the rest of the ECCs (due to its bigger correction
coverage), Fig. 13 and 14 have been represented with a verti-
cal logarithmic scale. In this way, the values of DECECCs are
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FIGURE 10. 6T SRAM cell. Power consumption and time delay (WL➔Data) of a write operation.

FIGURE 11. DICE hardened cell. Power consumption and time delay (WL➔X0) of a write operation.

better appreciated. Fig. 15 has a linear scale, as the difference
between TEC and the other codes isn’t so big.

As expected, decoders’ overhead values are bigger than
encoders ones, because decoder circuits are more complex.

In general, we can observe that our proposal improves the
overhead values, as the proportion Overhead ECC

Overhead Our Proposal is in
most cases bigger than 1:

‚ Fig. 13 shows significant improvements in the area
overhead, especially on decoder circuits. Our proposal
improves TEC code by more than 140 times (TEC over-
head is excessive). Enhancement over DEC codes varies
(approximately) from x1.5 to x11. DEC codes with the
highest overheads are BCH and LRRO, which are the
ones with the lowest redundancy in memory. In other
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FIGURE 12. DICE hardened cell. Power consumption and time delay (WL➔X1) of a write operation.

TABLE 4. Encoder overhead (Area, Delay, Power).

TABLE 5. Decoder overhead (Area, Delay, Power).

words, a lower redundancy implies a greater complexity
of the ECC circuits.

‚ Power overhead (Fig. 14) follows a similar trend
with respect to the area, which is quite expected,
because the power depends largely on the number of
transistors.

‚ Improvements in the delay are also observed in Fig. 15,
especially in the decoders, the most complex circuits.
Values up to x4 have been obtained. The exception is
OLS code, which presents the lowest delay.

F. SUMMARY OF THE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
In summary, the results of our proposal show:

‚ High MBU correction coverage (over 80% for 8-bit
MBUs), with an affordable overhead.

‚ DICE overhead is about 2x with respect to 6T cell.
‚ Significant improvements have been made with respect
to the overhead of ECC encoder/decoder circuitry, espe-
cially in decoder circuits, which are the most complex.

‚ Regarding the delay overhead, although the delay of
the hardened cell is approximately double of 6T cell,
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FIGURE 13. Area overhead relative to our proposal.

FIGURE 14. Power overhead relative to our proposal.

FIGURE 15. Delay overhead relative to our proposal.

the decoder of the SEC used in our hybrid scheme
improves delay by more than x3. This would be poten-
tially more evident for complex ECC with software
decoding.

IV. POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
In this work, we have combined DICE hardened cells with
SEC Hamming code. The use of such a simple code has

allowed the reduction of redundancy and overhead while
maintaining a high error coverage. However, redundant bits
are still the most sensitive to MBUs. As said in Section II,
MBUs in code cells can causemis-corrections of data bits. So,
in this section we propose some extensions of our first pro-
posal to strengthen the code bits: i) using hardened cells in the
code bits too; ii) usingmore powerful ECC codes. In any case,
this implies more memory redundancy and ECC overhead.
Let’s see in more detail some of these alternative proposals in
the following points. These ideas can be synthesized in future
works.

A. PROPOSAL 2: DICE`SEC USING HARDENED CELLS IN
ALL BITS
This proposal consists of combining DICE and SEC
Hamming, in the same way as in proposal 1 (the original
approach), but using hardened cells in both data and parity
bits. Fig. 16 shows the scheme of the memory codeword.

FIGURE 16. Proposal 2: structure of a memory word.

The approximate redundancy of this proposal would be:

Redundancy «
k ` 2c
k

(13)

We have assumed that the size of the hardened cells is twice
that of a 6T cell. So, for k “ 32 and SEC Hamming,

Redundancy «
32 ` 2 ˆ 6

32
ˆ 100 “ 137.5% (14)

Compared to the original proposal (Redundancy “

118.75%), it does not seem to represent a large increase,
if we notice that the encoder/decoder overhead remains the
same, and the correction capability improves notably. In fact,
Proposal 2 can correct (the expected enhancements with
respect to Proposal 1 have been remarked in bold):

‚ All single errors.
‚ All double errors.
‚ All triple errors.
‚ All MBUs (ě4) in independent cells.
Fig. 17 shows the results of the fault injection campaign,

comparing with the original approach.
Table 6 shows the improvement of Proposal 2 with respect

to Proposal 1. It is observed that with 8 random errors, the
most harmful injected MBU in our experiments, it maintains
a correction coverage greater than 96%. This means a very
high capability to tolerate large MBUs.
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FIGURE 17. MBU correction coverage with some proposals for
improvement.

TABLE 6. MBU error correction coverage of proposal 1 and proposal 2.

B. PROPOSAL 3: DICE ` DEC
The idea is to combine nowDICE cells (only in data bits) with
a DEC code, to strengthen the c (code) bits. Fig. 18 shows the
scheme of the codeword.

FIGURE 18. Proposal 3: structure of a memory word.

In this case, the approximate redundancy is:

Redundancy «
k ` c
k

(15)

For k “ 32 and BCH or LRRO (the DEC codes with the
lowest redundancy in Table 1),

Redundancy «
32 ` 12

32
ˆ 100 “ 137.5% (16)

The same redundancy is observed in Proposal 2. But, in the
case of Proposal 3, the overhead of the decoder is much higher
(see Fig. 13 to 15), as BCH and LRRO are more complex
codes than SEC Hamming.

Regarding the expected correction capability, Proposal 3
can correct (the expected enhancements with respect to Pro-
posal 1 have been remarked in bold):

‚ All single errors.
‚ All double errors.
‚ All triple errors.
‚ All 4-errors in data cells.
‚ All 5-errors in data cells.
‚ All MBUs (ą5) in independent data cells.
In the initial proposal, Hamming code was selected to

avoid double errors in code bits leading to a wrong decoding.
Similarly, the DEC code for this proposal has been designed
to avoid triple errors in code bits that modify erroneously a
data bit. In this way, when triple errors occur in the redundant
code bits, the integrity of the data bits is maintained.

Compared with Proposal 2, we can see that the k data bit
part is more robust, but the c code bit part is weaker. Overall,
Proposal 2 is better than Proposal 3, as shown in Fig. 17 and
Table 7.

TABLE 7. MBU error correction coverage of proposal 1, proposal 2 and
proposal 3.

C. PROPOSAL 4: DICE ` TEC
Finally, Fig. 19 shows Proposal 4, which consists of combin-
ing hardened cells (in data bits) with a TEC code.

FIGURE 19. Proposal 4: structure of a memory word.

The approximate redundancy is:

Redundancy «
k ` c
k

(17)

For k “ 32 and LR TEC (see Table 1),

Redundancy «
32 ` 20

32
ˆ 100 “ 162.5% (18)

As expected, redundancy is greater, as LR TEC is a more
powerful ECC. In addition, the overhead of the decoder is
excessive, as can be seen in Fig. 13 to 15.
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Regarding the expected error correction capability,
Proposal 4 can correct (the expected enhancements with
respect to Proposal 1 have been highlighted in bold):

‚ All single errors.
‚ All double errors.
‚ All triple errors.
‚ All 4-errors.
‚ All 5-errors in data cells.
‚ All 6-errors in data cells.
‚ All 7-errors in data cells.
‚ All MBUs (ą7) in independent data cells.
Again, TEC code has been designed to preserve the

integrity of data bits when quadruple errors occur in the code
bits, in the same way as SEC (Hamming) and DEC codes
employed in proposals 1 and 3, respectively.

As we can see, correction capability is very high, mainly
for data cells, but at the cost of an intractable overhead. Fig. 20
compares the four proposals in the range from 90% to 100%
of error correction coverage to better see the differences
between them. It is observed that Proposal 4 is very similar
to Proposal 2, although the overhead is much higher.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of the error correction coverage of Proposals 1,
2, 3, and 4.

Summarizing, among all the proposed improvements,
we think that Proposal 2 achieves the best tradeoff between
error correction coverage and overhead.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme to strengthen
SRAM memory against MBUs (Multiple-Bit Upsets). It has
been observed that MBUs can be an important issue in
integrated circuit technologies that operate in harsh environ-
ments or in safety-critical applications. Our proposal is a
hybrid design that combines hardened cells with ECCs, two
techniques that are usually applied separately.

We have assessed the proposed design, measuring the
error correction coverage and the overhead (redundancy, area,
power, and delay) of memory and encoder/decoder circuits of
the ECC.

Results show high MBU correction coverages with an
acceptable overhead. For instance, for 8-bit random upsets
injected in the same codeword,more than 80%of the cases are
corrected, with area overhead values of our proposal (using
an SEC Hamming ECC) lower than x1.45 when compared
to DEC and TEC codes. To achieve the same correction
coverage values only with ECCs, redundancy and overhead
would be much higher.

Finally, we suggest several variations of the proposed
design, in order to increase the tolerance against MBUs,
keeping the overhead within affordable limits. The study of
the improvement suggested concludes that it is better the use
of hardened cells to protect the whole codeword using an
SEC code, rather than using a stronger generic ECC while
maintaining the code bits in non-hardened cells.
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